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T

he courses offered through the Writing Program bring out the wordsmith
in us all. Every day, more and more
students are discovering their passion
and talent for the craft. Yet, we often miss
out on the chance to celebrate our peers’
most compelling work. This edition of
Intertext has given us the chance to do
just that. The publication provides students with the chance to have their best
work published from Writing Program
courses at all levels and genres. From
creative nonfiction to argumentative writing, this edition explores issues of identity, home, and perspective. Each piece is
unique and reflective of our students, our
society, and Syracuse University, leaving
behind a legacy for us to muse on long
after the pages are closed. Most importantly,
Intertext enhances the sense of community amongst writers from all majors
across campus.
Working behind the scenes allowed us
to put everything we have learned from
our own writing courses into action as
we proofread, edited, and designed this
publication from start to finish. This collaborative and occasionally chaotic process strengthened our involvement in
the writing community and provided us
with an idea of what it means to be a part
of the publishing industry. Not only that,
but we simply enjoyed the experience.
The contributions to this issue electrified
us, moved us to get human—to laugh,
to cry, and to open our eyes to the world
around us. Some of these essays are
comical, some are serious, and some are
a combination of both. This year’s issue
invites us to reflect on the humor and
heartbreak of everyday life. It was a challenging journey bringing these pieces
together from manuscript to publication,
but we truly believe all the hard work

paid off. From all of us here at Intertext,
we hope you enjoy the read, and remember, of course, to GET HUMAN!
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